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a b s t r a c t
For more than 60 years drug delivery systems have produced numerous controlled release formulations helping
patients improve compliance and maximize the drug efﬁcacy. Development of new controlled drug delivery systems was very productive during the period 1950–1980. The productivity, as measured by the number of clinically used formulations, dropped signiﬁcantly during 1980–2010. This reduced productivity needs to be
understood so that the future development of drug delivery systems can be accelerated and proliﬁc again. This
requires critical evaluation of the current drug delivery ﬁeld, so that the factors inhibiting rapid progress can
be identiﬁed and resolved. The current drug delivery ﬁeld is faced with an invisible gorilla syndrome,
i.e., seeing a gorilla when it is not present and missing a gorilla when it actually exists. Overcoming this syndrome
requires a new way of thinking, questioning the status quo. Advances in drug delivery technologies occur by an
evolutionary process, and thus, the more trials and errors lead to faster advances. The drug delivery area needs to
nurture the environment where vastly different ideas can be tested, and all data, positive or negative, need to be
exchanged freely as they have equal importance.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Drug delivery systems that changed the world
Many things in the human history have revolutionized the world.
Several examples in science and technology include the germ theory
by Louis Pasteur, anesthesia by Crawford Long, X-ray by Wilhelm
Rӧntgen, aspirin by Felix Hoffman, water chlorination by John Leal, insulin by Frederick Banting and Charles Best, DNA structure by James Watson and Francis Crick, and recombinant DNA technology by Paul Berg,
Stanley Cohen and Herbert Boyer. The drugs of historical signiﬁcance include penicillin by Alexander Fleming, chlorpromazine blocking dopamine receptors for treating schizophrenia [1], zidovudine (also known
as azidothymidine) inhibiting reverse transcriptase for treating acquired immunodeﬁciency syndrome [2], and omeprazole blocking the
gastric hydrogen potassium ATPase (proton pump) [3]. The world
may be quite a different place without these discoveries.
In drug delivery, the ﬁrst formulation that changed the world is the
Spansule® technology introduced in 1952 by Smith Kline & French [4].
The Spansule technology was used to develop 12-hour drug release formulations for the ﬁrst time. Each Spansule capsule contains hundreds of
micropellets which are coated with a water-soluble wax, poly(ethylene
oxide) or PEO, at different thicknesses to provide slow release of a drug
for 12 h. This formulation was revolutionary, as patients could then take
drugs only twice a day, dramatically improving patients' convenience
and compliance, as compared with taking drugs 3 or 4 times a day. Commercial success of this new controlled-release formulation prompted the
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drug delivery ﬁeld to develop other controlled release technologies. These
include dissolution-controlled, diffusion-controlled, osmosis-controlled,
and ion-exchange-controlled formulations. The term “controlled release”
evolved to include sustained release, timed release, extended release, and
other names, but currently they are used interchangeably. Controlled release drug delivery systems (DDSs) have been improving patient care by
providing a sustained level of effective drug concentration as compared
with the conventional “immediate release” formulations. Controlled release formulations have also been beneﬁcial to the pharmaceutical industry by making drugs more effective with fewer side effects.
The progress made during the 30 years following the introduction of
the Spansule technology, i.e., during 1950–1980 or the ﬁrst generation
(1G), was remarkable in the quality of technology developed and the
quantity of the clinical formulations introduced. The drug delivery technologies developed in the subsequent 30 years, i.e., 1980–2010 or the
second generation (2G), were also signiﬁcant, but success in introducing clinical formulations was considerably reduced. Currently, we are
in the third generation (3G) of drug delivery technology starting from
around 2010. Drug delivery scientists will continue to change the
world through their research and technologies leading to innovative
formulations beneﬁting patients.
2. Candid discussion on the progress of drug delivery technology
To have a clear view on the progress of DDS, a historical perspective
is necessary [5,6]. The simplest version of the DDS history is that oral
and transdermal DDSs (developed during the 1G period) have been
very productive in producing clinical formulations, while advanced
DDSs, mostly studied during the 2G period, were not translated into
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clinical applications as much. The main difﬁculty of the 2G technologies
was, in part, due to dealing with biological barriers that cannot be easily
overcome by altering the physicochemical properties of DDSs. Understanding the reasons behind it will help us ﬁnd the solutions for further,
and hopefully rapid, progress in the future. To achieve the goal of introducing clinically effective DDSs, the scientists in this area need to ﬁnd
out the reasons for the difﬁculties, and thus, the solutions to overcome
them if possible. Understanding the reasons, however, requires more
than search of scientiﬁc reasons. It also requires reasons based on
human behavior.
Here it is important to clarify why drug delivery scientists do their
research. Many do their research, because they want to do basic research which may not result in near-term clinical applications. The ultimate goal of DDS research, however, is to contribute to development of
clinically useful formulations that can prevent and/or treat diseases in
human patients. The lack of clinical translations of the 2G advanced
DDS is due to inadequate understanding of the complex behavior of
the body with too optimistic assumptions that are not supported by
facts. If drug delivery scientists continue the current way of doing research by patting each other on the back without critical assessment
of others' work, the real progress of understanding the obstacles and developing formulations that can be used clinically will be unnecessarily
slow. It is time for the drug delivery science community to review the
ﬁeld critically. This article discusses the reasons for slow progress that
the ﬁeld has been experiencing, and what each drug delivery scientist
can do about it. The views described in this article are personal views
which may be very different from many in the drug delivery ﬁeld. However, exchanging different views and ideas is the ﬁrst step necessary to
overcome the current stalemate in drug delivery technologies.
2.1. Current complacency in drug delivery technology
The current technology that dominates the drug delivery ﬁeld is the
nanotechnology-based targeted drug delivery, and it serves as a good
example illustrating the difﬁculties facing the ﬁeld. The “nanoparticle”
technology attracted a lot of attention since the late 1990s for improved,
although modest, drug delivery to target tumors as compared with the
control. The nanoparticle technology was hailed as a new, disruptive
technology. In drug delivery, the term “nanoparticle” was ﬁrst used in
1976 [7] and many scientists used nanoparticles to ﬁnd novel ways of
drug delivery [8], but it caught on since the National Nanotechnology
Initiative by the US government in 2000 [9]. The current small animal
experiments using nanoparticles and their data interpretation rely on
conventional wisdom that nanoparticle formulations are effective in
targeted drug delivery to the target tumor site due to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. This assumption was accepted
without any critical evaluation, especially in human patients. The hard
data cumulated over the last few decades are not conclusive even in
mice [10–13]. The assumption based on intuition should be accompanied by hard data supporting it [14]. The data from small animal models
have been misinterpreted or over-interpreted.
If the results in mouse studies are not reproduced in humans, the
small animal model needs to be changed to something else that represents the human condition better. Otherwise, the research done using
the mouse models will become irrelevant to our ultimate goal of developing clinical formulations. In a larger scale, the drug delivery ﬁeld as a
whole may become irrelevant in pharmaceutical industry without drug
delivery systems for clinical applications. Here, drug delivery scientists
need to have a growth mindset that welcomes challenges and tries to
stretch existing abilities through failures, instead of a ﬁxed mindset
striving for success and avoiding failure at all costs [15], and develop
the willingness to listen to different points of views. The drug delivery
science community needs frank discussion on the lack of translation
from mouse to human. There may be nanoparticle systems that may appear to be working in xenograft mouse models, but there is really no
point in dwelling on such systems when the data are not translated to
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clinical applications. Drug delivery scientists need to listen to others
who do not share the same views. Such open mindedness is essential
for accurate assessment of the current status, and thus, hopefully, for
breaking the current complacency and ﬁnding solutions to the problems at hand.
2.2. Diversiﬁcation of drug delivery technologies
Analysis of the drug delivery technologies developed for the last
60 years indicates that drug delivery research follows a trend which prevails in a given time period. Since the dawn of the nanotechnology era in
2000, the majority of the drug delivery researchers have focused on
nanoparticle-based targeted drug delivery to tumors. The nanoparticlebased research on tumor-targeted delivery has been sweeping the
world for much more than a decade. The prevailing idea has been that a
number of shortcomings of conventional small molecule drugs can be
overcome by multiplexed nanoparticle formulations through tailoring
the chemistry and identity of variable nanoparticle constituents [16].
Numerous articles have been published on the topic over the years.
Those research articles have certainly enhanced our understanding on
nanoparticle formulations. But there is a lingering question: Why are all
those seemingly very promising nanoparticle systems failing in clinical
trials? Many clinical trials of tumor-targeted drug delivery using nanoparticles have failed [11,13,17]. According to Gene Therapy Clinical Trials
Worldwide provided by the Journal of Gene Medicine [18], there have
been 2210 gene therapy clinical studies as of September 2015. Out of
these, only two are in Phase IV. If so many clinical studies have failed,
the approach used is usually reviewed and adjusted to ﬁnd a better
approach. Instead, the nanoparticle ﬁeld has been churning out overengineered nanoparticles with minimal improvement in treatment. The
overshooting technology adds more complexity with minimal return
[19,20]. The nanoparticle formulations have become more sophisticated
but the goal of treating tumors is still beyond our grasp. The ﬁeld needs
a new radical innovation in place of incremental improvements by the
current nanoparticle technology.
A large number of drug delivery scientists are involved in nanoparticle research, which is often described as nanomedicine. What has made
so many scientists in the world jump on the nanoparticle band wagon?
It is simply due to the trend of the time. Research funds are readily available, and thus, there is no reason not to do nanoparticle research.
One may ask why we even need to consider such a question. Many researchers work on the same topic, and thus, signiﬁcant advances occur
at least as measured by the number of publications. On the surface,
there seems to be no problem. In its core, however, this breeds longterm problems. If our collective efforts are focused on the technology
that has shown a lot of potential in small animal studies, but has no
clear sign of efﬁcacy in clinical applications, we are simply diverting important resources to something less useful. We need to have a system
which encourages those researchers who have different views to do research differently. Otherwise, the same thing will repeat itself. Only
after trying a wide variety of different ideas, will we be able to ﬁnd a
technology that works in humans. We need to promote a culture and
environment that allows scientists with different views and ideas can
test theirs without any difﬁculty.
3. The scientists' invisible gorilla syndrome
It is common for scientists, or any individual for that matter, to believe that one's opinions and decisions are based on experience, facts,
and well-designed experimental data, while ignoring others' conclusions if they do not match with their own thinking [21]. Most drug
delivery scientists tend to accept unproven hypothesis with few questions, if it is provided by an authority ﬁgure in the ﬁeld. When the majority of scientists in the ﬁeld follow a certain trend, they are prone to
accept the data without any critical evaluation, if they match with the
prevalent views at the time. This is known as conformity. The majority
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may have a certain opinion, but it may not be a correct one. Scientiﬁc
facts are not determined by the majority votes.
As shown by the famous selective attention test (also known as
the invisible gorilla experiment) by Simons and Chabris in 1999
[22], when we are intensely focusing on a task, we tend to miss
other things happening at the same time. Our attention is limited,
and not designed for multi-tasking. This seems to be happening in
scientiﬁc experiments also. This is called “the invisible gorilla syndrome” in this article. The invisible gorilla syndrome can be divided
into two categories: seeing a non-existing gorilla and missing an
existing gorilla.
3.1. Seeing a gorilla when it is nowhere in sight
Seeing a gorilla when it does not exist at all is simply due to the tendency to see the world the way we like it to be [23]. In this situation it is
easy to see a meaningful pattern out of random events, especially if it
helps conﬁrm the preexisting belief. Apophenia, which is adding special
meaning to random coincidental events, has no scientiﬁc basis other
than blind trust. Scientists may believe that their conclusions are
based on careful experiments and critical analysis of the data, but the
ﬁrst perception obtained in the literature or from other authorities affects later perceptions and decisions [21]. Such anchoring effects lead
to conclusions that ﬁt the currently prevailing views. Once the majority
builds up a certain make-believe story, everyone follows without any
critical questions. In this situation, any logic is accepted, if the conclusion ﬁts the current knowledge basis. As noted previously by Ioannidis,
many claimed ﬁndings may simply reﬂect accurate measures of the prevailing bias [24–27].
A good example of seeing a non-existent gorilla is nanoparticlebased tumor targeted drug delivery. Many experimental data exist
showing the tumor targeting property of nanoparticles, but most of
them are based on images of a ﬂuorescent probe, not an actual anticancer drug. The ﬂuorescence images usually show extended presence of a
ﬂuorescent probe at the tumor site much longer than in other organs,
and this has been mistaken as the prolonged presence of an anticancer
drug. To clarify that the distribution of a ﬂuorescent probe in a mouse
is not the same as the distribution of an anticancer drug, a clever experiment was done by Li and his colleagues [12]. The prepared paclitaxel
nanocrystals contained both 3H-paclitaxel and FPI-749 ﬂuorophore for
quantitative measurement of paclitaxel distribution and visual observation, respectively, in different organs. Fig. 1-A shows the relative distribution of FPI-749, and the amount of the ﬂuorophore accumulated in
the tumor is about 1/4 of that in the liver. Furthermore, the ﬂuorescent
signal was visible even after a week. The data in Fig. 1-A, if taken at
its face value, clearly indicates the tumor-targeting property of
nanocrystals. If Fig. 1-A was the only data generated from the study, it
would have been easy to claim that nanocrystals accumulate at the
tumor site in a signiﬁcant quantity and last for more than a week. In
fact, this type of ﬂuorescence imaging data is very common and used
widely, as it is easy to prove the superiority of nanoparticles. But it is important to note that the data in Fig. 1-A is for distribution of a ﬂuorescent
probe, not paclitaxel. The distribution of paclitaxel in a mouse was
quantitatively measured using 3H-paclitaxel. As shown in Fig. 1-B, the
quantitative measurement of paclitaxel shows that less than 0.4% of
the administered paclitaxel is found at the tumor, while paclitaxel in
the liver is more than 40% of the total administered dose. A comparison
study with Taxol® formulation (paclitaxel in Cremophor EL and ethanol) indicates that the paclitaxel nanocrystal is not as effective as
Taxol® which delivers more than 0.8%. To visualize the relative distribution of paclitaxel in different organs, the data in Fig. 1-B was transformed into a digital mouse image in Fig. 1-C. As shown in the ﬁgure,
the tumor is as large as the liver, but only a fraction of the drug going
to the liver was found around the tumor. Clearly, the ﬂuorescence imaging data does not reﬂect the actual distribution of paclitaxel at the target
tumor and other organs.

The signiﬁcance of the data in Fig. 1 cannot be overemphasized. First,
the experimental data based on ﬂuorescence images do not represent
the actual distribution of an anticancer drug. A ﬂuorescence probe cannot be considered as a model drug for anticancer drugs. Second, a ﬂuorescent probe, at best, is another chemical which is different from an
anticancer drug of interest. Different chemicals have different physicochemical properties, making it difﬁcult to predict anticancer drug distribution from the distribution of a ﬂuorescent probe. Even the two
different anticancer drugs would have two different distribution proﬁles in the body. Yet, numerous studies concluded tumor-targeting
properties of nanoparticles based on ﬂuorescence imaging studies.
Third, different distributions of a ﬂuorescent probe and paclitaxel,
even when both were delivered in the same nanocrystal, indicate that
the value of the so-called theranosis is dubious. If ﬂuorescence imaging
data do not accurately describe distribution of anticancer drugs,
theranosis may not work as intended.
A conclusion obtained from only ﬂuorescent imaging data is nothing
more than self-fulﬁlling prophecy, which is seeing a gorilla when it is
nowhere in sight. The real danger of seeing an absent gorilla is focusing
on a certain result that a researcher is looking for, while ignoring other
data which may provide important clues to the problems. Such illusion
of positive results leads to conclusions which are very different from the
inconvenient fact. Scientists, no matter how seasoned they may be, are
equally prone to illusion of attention [23]. Drug delivery scientists,
maybe all scientists for that matter, need to get out of this illusion of attention. This is especially important for young scientists whose minds
are still pure.
3.2. Missing a gorilla when it is in sight
Missing an existing gorilla is known as inattentional blindness, or
motivated blindness. Inattentional blindness is the failure to notice a
fully-visible but unexpected object or event when attention is focused
on something else [23,28]. Furthermore, inattentional blindness ignores
new ﬁndings with overwhelming evidence instead of changing the
existing prevailing view. Kodak developed a digital camera but it ignored it, because the company wanted to believe continued sales of
ﬁlms. IBM made a similar mistake by ignoring the personal computer
revolution. Madoff's Ponzi scheme lasted so long, even though it was
impossible to have 12% annual return of investment, because the regulators ignored the evidence. The 2008 ﬁnancial crisis was born out of the
belief that the housing prices in America always go up and never go
down. Such motivated blindness resulted in missing/ignoring important
information, sometimes with disastrous outcomes.
To see the gorilla when it is present requires an open mind. Scientists
need to be trained to see a gorilla when it exists. This, for the drug delivery area, means that the scientists need examine the data critically with
questions, instead of blindly accepting others' data just because they ﬁt
the current thinking of the majority. The invisible gorilla syndrome is
important, as it may hamper the real progress to be made in drug delivery. Finding a pattern or a meaning out of complete randomness not
only leads to inaccurate conclusions, but also it causes missing real important information. The current drug delivery ﬁeld is full of seeing nonexisting gorillas, and this leads to an important consequential mistake of
missing a real one.
4. A few changes to be made in the drug delivery ﬁeld
It is easy to make predictions of the future. Simply, they most likely
will be wrong [20,29,30]. If a prediction does not pan out, everybody forgets and nobody is liable for anything. If a prediction, out of hundreds,
turns out to be reasonably close to reality, then the person with such a
prediction is considered a visionary. What the ﬁeld needs is not visionaries but doers. Instead of making predictions on the new technologies
that may or may not be available in the future, let's discuss the current
problems in drug delivery research. Finding answers starts from clearly
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Fig. 1. Relative distributions of a ﬂuorescence probe (A) and paclitaxel (B) after administration of paclitaxel nanocrystals containing 3H-paclitaxel and FPI-749 ﬂuorophore in the same
crystals. (C) The data at t = 0.25 h in Panel B was constructed into a digital image. Data in Panels A and B are from reference [12], and the digital image in Panel C was prepared by Professor
Tonglei Li at Purdue University.
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understanding the problems. Without clearly deﬁning the problem, any
attempts to ﬁnding solutions will be a shot in the dark. Table 1 describes
some of the difﬁculties facing the drug delivery ﬁeld [31]. Each problem
in Table 1 is unique, and thus, requires different solutions. Nanoparticles, or nanotechnology in general, may not be able to provide solutions
to all these problems. This is another reason why drug delivery scientists need to explore different technologies for solving various important problems.
As understanding on any topic increases, hypotheses are developed
and assumptions are made so that at some point well-established
theories emerge. Assumptions are valid only under the conditions that
they were designed to be valid. Yet, it is common to see that the unproven assumptions are taken as facts to support the conclusions derived
from experiments even though the actual data are not conclusive
enough to warrant such conclusions. The problem becomes even more
compounded when the data of animal experiments with predictable results are extended to predict clinical outcomes. There may be many reasons for this mistake by scientists. One of them is that drug delivery
scientists rely too much on small animal models with facile extrapolation and inappropriate titles on papers often alluding to a novel solution
to a clinical problem.
4.1. Too much reliance on the mouse model
Of the thousands of articles in nanoparticle-based tumor targeting,
most of them used xenograft mouse models or some type of mouse
model. A formulation may have shown some efﬁcacy in mice. Here it
is important to see the accumulating data without any preconceived
bias. Most of the mouse experiments show some type of efﬁcacy of
nanoparticles in treating tumors. This is where our preconceived notion
of nanoparticle superiority has to be abandoned. If the mouse data in the
literature are analyzed, the seemingly effective nanoparticle delivery
systems do not really show the effective treatment of xenograft tumors.
If the treatment really worked, the nanoparticle formulations could
have been administered repeatedly for the mouse to live longer as normal mice would. The more important fact from all of those mouse experiments is that none of the results in mouse studies was reproduced
in clinical trials [17].
Here, a review of experimental models used in the development of
omeprazole is particularly relevant. When a proton-pump inhibitor
was developed in the late 1960s, the efﬁcacy of antisecretory compounds was screened using the rat model. Those compounds which
were very effective in the rat, however, were completely ineffective in
man [3]. This led to other animal models, such as anesthetized dogs,
and simpler in vitro screening models, including isolated gastric-acidsecreting mucosa of the guinea pig, isolated rabbit acid-secreting glands,
and a micromethod for isolating acid-secreting glands from human gastric biopsies, all of which allowed accurate screening of a large number
of candidate drugs [3]. If the rat model was continued as a screening
tool, even when the rat data did not reﬂect the clinical efﬁcacy, the
development of omeprazole could have been delayed signiﬁcantly.
Currently, most peptic ulcers are known to be caused by infection
with Helicobacter pylori, and thus, a proton-pump inhibitor is used in
Table 1
Barriers to overcome by the 3G DDSs (from reference [31]).
1. Delivery of poorly soluble drugs
Non-toxic excipients
2. Peptide/protein/nucleic acid delivery
Control of the initial burst release and subsequent release rate
Non-invasive delivery
In vitro–in vivo correlation
3. Targeted drug delivery
Tumor targeting in human
Overcoming blood–brain barrier
4. Self-regulated drug delivery
Functional in the body for extended period of time

combination with antibiotics [3]. Thus, reﬂecting the human condition
accurately may require even more sophisticated models.
The current xenograft mouse models are known to be incapable of
predicting clinical efﬁcacy of nanoparticle-based tumor targeted drug
delivery. This is not surprising considering the vast differences between
mouse and man. The size ratio of a tumor in a mouse is orders of magnitude larger than that of a tumor in a man. More importantly, the
blood volume in a mouse is only a few milliliters, while that in a man
is several liters. In addition, the use of unrealistically high dose in mice
will not provide useful information for clinical applications. Nevertheless, most of the studies still rely on the mouse experiments. It is time
to rethink the xenograft mouse model and ﬁnd alternative experimental
methods that can accurately screen the efﬁcacy of drug delivery in man.
We too often design models to test our ideas, but not to test the complexities of diseases. More thoughtful, and likely more complex, animal
modeling is required.
4.2. Not asking simple questions
The EPR effect has been the dominant theoretical basis for claiming
targeted drug delivery to tumors. Most articles, however, describe improved results without actually showing the quantitative data suggesting the existence of the EPR effect. Many rely on ﬂuorescence imaging
data which may not show the actual distribution of the drug used
in the study. As long as the data ﬁt the preset box of thinking,
i.e., nanoparticle, PEGylation, ligand grafting, and the EPR effect, the
conclusion is made fast without asking other important questions.
Since those who use nanoparticles are seeking any evidence showing
the efﬁcacy of nanoparticles, they tend to see the invisible gorilla,
while ignoring the overwhelming evidence that the gorilla actually
does not exist.
Whenever a new article is published on nanoparticle based tumor
targeting, one can ask simple questions. Does the study present quantitative data to prove that the drug actually accumulates at the target? Is
the drug accumulated at the target effective? Is the shrinking in tumor
size enough to predict that the formulation is effective in treating tumors? Can the nanoparticle formulation be administered repeatedly to
make the mice live longer? What makes a particular nanoparticle formulation different? Can we still assume the presence of the EPR effect
without any quantitative data? Even if it exists, if the mouse data cannot
predict the efﬁcacy in humans, what value does it add to our understanding? Doing the same thing over and over again in mice and expect
something that works in humans may not be the right approach in ﬁnding effective ways to treating tumors in humans.
5. Scientiﬁc advances by evolutionary process
The current process of going through the nanoparticle era is simply a
process of evolution toward making better drug delivery systems. The
fact that nanoparticle formulations which seemingly work in mice do
not work in man is a direct result of trials. No animal models are sufﬁciently predictive enough to substitute for clinical trials [26]. Without
such trials, we would not know and the high expectation would have
remained. The process of trial and error will have to continue to ﬁnd a
method that is better than previous ones. The question here is whether
such evolutionary processes can be made faster and shorter. Evolution
provides an answer that is good enough to solve a particular problem
at the time [32]. It is the same as reaching a local minimum energy
state, when the minimum state of the whole system resides somewhere
else. This means that any solution that can be found by trial and error is
not the best solution but is good enough for solving a particular problem. Thus, even if we ﬁnd a better nanoparticle system, it simply
means a small improvement over the previous ones, still far from the
life-saving formulations for which we are looking. This is where the
idea of failing fast is important. Failing fast, or failing smart, means
using the minimal resources to ﬁnd whether a test method will work
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or not [33,34]. Failing smart allows testing a large variety of different
methods, increasing the chance of ﬁnding the method that works. In
this context, failing is actually a great learning experience.
When we are faced with adaptive challenges, we need to “think in
different boxes” to ﬁnd creative answers [35]. This requires methodological skepticism [36], which is asking the right questions, instead of
blindly accepting others' data as proven facts. We need to think outside
the box and elevate ourselves above the ground to see the big picture,
i.e., the forest as a whole, instead of individual trees. The mosaic image
seen outside the box is lot different from an image in each box.
6. The future drug delivery research
People rely on available information more, especially when the information matches with their expectation, instead of the all information
that can be found. This is known as the availability heuristic. This
explains why people remember the ﬁrst news story, even though it
turns out to be false later [21]. Nobody remembers the later news
debunking the ﬁrst one. The initial publications indicating the improved
delivery to tumor by nanoparticles have dominated our thinking, and it
is difﬁcult to change that belief even if more information shows otherwise. It is a powerful human impulse to resist change [37], and we
tend to mistake status quo for the natural order of things [38]. Since
many scientists use nanoparticles, it is not likely for anyone to suggest
alternative approaches. Raising a ﬂag against the majority opinion is
not easy [39]. Despite this general tendency, a question arises why scientists, who are trained to think logically, continue the same approach.
Even though it is clear that the xenograft mouse model does not represent the human condition, especially for nanoparticle targeting to tumors, scientists continue using the same model. This is similar to
holding a stock, even though the price continues to dive, until it bounces
back to the purchase price. The funding agencies and investors have already spent so much time and energy on nanomedicine, and, thus, they
cannot stop now until their investment is recovered. Thus, the result is
spending more time and efforts on the same thing. Another reason is
that ignoring new ﬁndings is easier than changing the existing prevailing view [39]. But we have to understand that further studies in nanoparticles in the current form will have diminishing marginal utility. As
we produce more me-too data, each additional information becomes
less signiﬁcant [40]. At some point, it becomes useless.
All successful people, whether they are businessmen, entrepreneurs,
artists, or solders, have one thing in common: they never quit. Drug delivery scientists should never quit in developing effective DDSs. Some
misunderstand this as never quitting in doing nanoparticle research. If
the goal of doing research is just doing nanoparticle work, they of course
want continue the same work. But the goal of doing research for the
drug delivery scientist is to understand better the whole gamut of issues
that can eventually lead to development of clinically effective delivery
systems. If a certain approach of delivering a drug to a target does not
work, we need to seek out other methods in an effort to achieve the
goal. Continuing the work toward the goal despite repeated setbacks require tremendous will power, and we drug delivery scientists need to
support each other. Instead of self-serving praises to each other, we
need to be more critical of in each other's work in a constructive way.
We need to cultivate the younger generation of scientists with the ability to see things critically, instead of just accepting whatever is given to
them simply because it was given by their advisors or the authority ﬁgures in the ﬁeld. Our current environment is not suited to cultivate
frank discussion and critical yet constructive exchange of opinions.
Questioning is not disagreeing or disrespecting. It is an ultimate form of
respect, but this has been lost.
For the research in the future with more productive outcomes, we
need to provide a genuine experience of future possibilities when things
are done right, instead of doing things driven by hype and shorttermism. This requires a good framing of the issues that can enable better strategic thinking and more creative ideas. We need to ﬁnd out what
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and where to look, and gather smart data, not just any data obtained
from the self-serving experiments. Since there are so much data out
there, it is virtually impossible to look for certain information without
a frame. The frame will narrow the complex data. Framing, however,
comes with several perils: (i) a too broad frame will obscure the data;
(ii) a too narrow or familiar frame will miss important information;
(iii) too many frames will only add confusion to the already difﬁcult
data; and (iv) a biased or overly prescriptive frame will look for only
what one wants to see [23]. These undesirable framing results in either
seeing an invisible gorilla or missing an existing gorilla. Only a good
frame will allow us to see the gorilla when it is present. The scientists
in the future need a good frame, and ﬁnding a good frame is also a process of trial and error. This is why we need to communicate so-called
negative data, instead of data showing only the marginally improved
results. Knowing what and why a particular approach failed is more
important than seeing another me-too data which did not really
advance the ﬁeld.
A few decades ago, the nanoparticle approach in tumor targeting
was considered a disruptive innovation, although no tangible clinical
relevance was realized. Since then, the progress of nanoparticle approach has been incremental. As time passes, once a disruptive technology becomes just another sustaining technology that focuses on
overshooting technology, instead of further disruptive innovation. It is
time for the drug delivery ﬁeld to have a new drastic, radical innovation.
This requires a growth mindset, away from the ﬁxed mindset trapped in
an old box. It is never too late to learn something new. At the same time,
as the saying goes, it is difﬁcult to teach an old dog new tricks. Neither
may be right. But it is right for sure to nurture the new, budding drug delivery scientists to think differently. Both the federal funding agencies
and academic institutions need to reward those who are brave enough
to break the prevailing bias. There is no reason for them to follow the
current dogma, as it will severely slow the progresses necessary for
the future. Drug delivery scientists need to cultivate an environment
where they can try new things without fear of failure and their achievements are not measured by immediate metric outcomes. We need to get
our sanity back to research.
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